Experience
A Trip of A Lifetime
(ToAL)
Western Australia boasts some of the World’s most pristine coastline. A natural wonderland of breathtaking coral reefs, rugged cliffs and untouched islands. A variety of sea life inhabit the waters from the cold waters of the South to the tropical waters of the North.

First discovered in the 1600s by Dutchman Dirk Hartog the coast remained virtually untouched for 150 years until it was settled by the English.

Known for its afternoon sea breezes and long white sandy beaches the West Australian coastline is a true natural wonder.
Twelve ocean paddling enthusiasts get the chance for the trip of a lifetime.

Leaving Geraldton on June 17 2017, we will travel North to the remote town of Carnarvon in WA’s North West. The trip will take 7 nights and if weather permits will include a run out to the Abrohlos Islands, made famous by the Story of The Batavia

Along the way while taking in the sights, you will be trained by Dean and learn the secrets of downwind mastery.

Everyday you will wake up in a new location with a new challenge set by Dean. While you are not being challenged by the perfect downwind conditions you will get your chance to fish, dive, surf or just explore this unique coastline.

There will be two sessions a day for each participant with carefully planned technique sessions backed up by big downwind in the afternoons.
2017 Trip

WILD COAST
Geraldton to Carnarvon via Abrolhos Islands*
Saturday 17th June to Saturday 24th June (7 nights)

*Weather permitting
Your experience of this wild and adventurous region will be courtesy of Silverado. She is a luxury catamaran custom built for luxury cruising. At 24m she is almost half the size of an Olympic swimming pool, and yet she has such a shallow draft we can take her right in close to the coast. She a tender that we use to take you to the creeks, beaches and visit some of the remote areas on The Wild Coast.

Together with your fellow passengers you will experience a sense of adventure and friendship. It is our job to meet your every need while on board so that you can relax and enjoy your paddling holiday experience in true West Australian style whilst mastering the art of ocean paddling. For more information on the vessel go to www.bluesun2.com.au/vessel/silverado/
Package

• 7 nights – Prices from $3,500 AUD to $6000 depending on accommodation option
• Accommodation on board Silverado
• All meals made onboard
• Expert tuition on Downwind Paddling
• Surf skis, PFDs, Leashes provided
• Fishing and snorkelling gear provided
• An experience of a lifetime
To book your spot on the Trip Of A Lifetime please contact Oceanpaddler

Email: contact@oceanpaddler.com
Ph: +61 2 8065 0385

For further information please email or phone Dean on

Email: dean@oceanpaddler.com
Ph: 0427 171 403